Purpose: The objectives of this study were to investigate sensitivity and specificity of myocardial infarction (MI) case definitions using multiple discharge code positions and multiple diagnosis codes when comparing administrative data to hospital surveillance data. Results: A total of 25 549 hospitalization records met study criteria. In primary analysis, specificity was at least 0.98 for all CMS definitions by discharge code position. Sensitivity ranged from 0.48 for primary position only to 0.63 when definition included any discharge code position.
| INTRODUCTION
Administrative data present a convenient source for investigators to study factors associated with the risk of myocardial infarction (MI) or post-discharge MI care. The validity of the measurement of the outcome and the representativeness of the study population rely on the proper identification of disease. Recent studies examining the ability of International Classification of Diseases, Clinical Modification 9th revision (ICD9) discharge codes to identify MI cases were more likely to report the positive predictive value (PPV) of definitions [1] [2] [3] [4] rather than their sensitivity and specificity. Published studies reporting sensitivity and specificity were either conducted over 10 years ago 5, 6 or used selected populations 7, 8 that may not generalize to the current US population. It is also important to investigate the effect of relaxing the standard restriction of discharge code position in the MI case definition 3 because a validation study of MI in an HIV population showed evidence of higher sensitivity when removing these restrictions. The goal of this study was to investigate the validity of discharge codes in Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) insurance claims data to identify MI cases. The first aim of this study was to investigate if defining the presence of MI using more than the first 2 discharge code positions would lead to higher sensitivity with negligibly lower specificity in comparison with algorithms that use the first and second discharge positions only. To investigate whether less severe MI cases might be recorded with alternate diagnostic codes, the second aim investigated the validity of multiple cardiac related discharge codes to identify MI cases. Lastly, we explored if MI validity measures were different by age (<75 years, ≥75 years) or between men and women. 9 To achieve study objectives, we compared CMS defined MI cases to adjudicated hospital record events for Medicare beneficiaries in the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study. We investigated several definitions of MI using ICD9 cardiacrelated diagnostic and procedure codes (Table 1 ) from the MedPAR
KEY POINTS
• Case definition that rely exclusively on the primary discharge code position will miss approximately 50% of all MI cases due to low sensitivity of this definition.
• Accurate identification of MI in administrative data can be achieved by including at least the first 5 discharge code positions in the definition of MI when using ICD9 410 code only.
• (Table 1) . A MedPAR record that did not include the a priori defined ICD9 diagnostic/procedure codes was classified as not an MI for each definition separately.
| Covariate ascertainment
Demographic information (age at hospitalization, sex, and race), ARIC Study center, and teaching hospital status (teaching, non-teaching)
were obtained from information gathered according to ARIC study protocols. Baseline information on history of smoking, alcohol intake, and body mass index were obtained from the fourth ARIC clinical examination visit that occurred between 1996 and 1998, approximately 4 years prior to the start of the study observation period in 
| Statistical analyses
The demographic and baseline clinical characteristics of the study population were summarized using proportions. A cross tabulation of events from the matched sample was used to calculate sensitivity, specificity, and PPV (Appendix Table 1 ). Because an individual may have contributed more than 1 hospitalization record in the analysis, generalized estimating equations were used to compute 95% confidence intervals.
3 | RESULTS County, MD study centers comprised 74% of the study population.
| Study population
Less than 1% of participants from these areas were non-Caucasian.
All of the participants near the Jackson, MI study center (1,791) were
African-American per ARIC study design. At baseline, 63% of the beneficiaries had a history of hypertension but only a small proportion (10%) had a history of MI. At the fourth ARIC examination visit occurring between 1996 and 1999, 60% of participants reported being a current or former smoker, 76% reported being a current or former drinker, and 77% had a BMI ≥ 25 kg/m 2 . A total of 20 914 (82%) hospital records occurred during periods of fee-for-service coverage.
| Validity of MI classifications
In the overall population, MI defined by ICD9 code 410 alone had high specificity (>0.98) and low to moderate sensitivity (0.48 to 0.63) when compared with the gold standard definition (Figure 2 ). were acute MI, other forms of chronic ischemic heart disease, heart failure, cardiac dysrhythmias, and essential hypertension. A summary of these codes present in the first and second discharge code positions only was summarized overall and by sex (Appendix Table 2 ).
In MI algorithms defined by ICD9 code 410 in any discharge code position, sensitivity and PPV were similar within age strata and sex strata. Specificity, at least 0.982 for all stratified algorithms, was negligibly higher among women and younger (<75 years old) beneficiaries compared with men and older (≥75 years old) beneficiaries, respectively.
We also investigated whether adding other cardiovascular codes to the MI algorithm based upon ICD9 discharge code 410 alone would improve sensitivity without significantly decreasing the high specificity (>0.98). The MI algorithm using diagnostic codes for intermediate coronary syndrome (411.1), angina pectoris (413), or acute MI (410) in any discharge position had the highest sensitivity but lowest specificity ( Table 3 ). The sensitivity of algorithms that included codes 410 or 411.1 was higher than sensitivity observed when including code 410 alone ( Table 3 (Table 3) . We did not observe statistical differences in the sensitivity of ICD9 definitions using multiple cardiac-related discharge codes when stratifying by age or sex (Appendix Table 3 ). While the absolute difference in sensitivity of ICD9 MI definitions including codes 410 or 411.1 compared with code 410 alone was similar for men and women, the decrease in specificity from inclusion of the additional code was higher for men than women. This difference in coding may reflect sex differences in the presentation MI and sex differences in the attributable risk of heart disease symptoms on outcomes. 13, 14 Our second aim was to explore the effect of the inclusion of additional diagnostic codes on the sensitivity and specificity of the This study is important because the design provides an opportunity to report both measures of validity (sensitivity and specificity) as well as reliability (positive and negative predictive value). Most previous studies comparing diagnostic code 410 to chart review reported only PPV because they did not collect data to report sensitivity and specificity. These previous studies comparing diagnosis code 410 to chart review in the US reported higher PPV (88.4% to 94.1%) than that observed in our study (70.6%). 1, 2, 4, 15 This difference in PPV is likely related to differences in MI prevalence in each study. For example, the MI prevalence reported in the Pladevall study (12.1%) was higher than that observed in our study (4.4%).
This study adds to the literature by highlighting the importance of discharge code position in MI case definitions based on administrative data. Brouwer et al reported the sensitivity and specificity of algorithms with ICD9 codes in the first 2 discharge code positions or in any position among Medicaid beneficiaries from an HIV cohort. 7 Our study outcomes augment the results from this earlier study by providing results from a broader subset of the US population and detailed results from additional discharge code positions. While it was unclear which discharge code positions were used in the Pladevall study to define cases, the low sensitivity reported for code 410 only was consistent with the low sensitivity we observed in the current study when restricting to the first discharge code position only. 5 Although the higher sensitivity and specificity in the current study compared with the Pladevall study may be due to changes in coding and MI biomarker evidence over the last 20 years, we suspect discharge code position is a significant contributing factor to these differences.
Using the ARIC study data linked to CMS Medicare data in the validation of ICD9 codes to identify MI cases had both strengths and weaknesses. One of the greatest strengths of this study is the use of adjudicated ARIC classification of MI events as the gold standard. Second, the ARIC study collected information on all hospitalizations occurring among cohort participants; therefore, unlike studies that just collected information on MI events, we were able to calculate sensitivity and specificity of MI algorithms. One limitation of this study was the inability to match all of the ARIC hospitalizations to hospitalizations identified from the CMS Medicare data 16 so our estimates may overestimate the truth. Also, because the available CMS data included only the first 10 discharge code positions of the 25 available currently in hospital records, we were unable to investigate significance of discharge codes present in any of these latter positions. Another limitation of this study was the relatively low MI occurrence in ARIC which limits applicability of PPV results to external populations. 17 The prevalence of MI in Americans' aged 60 to 80 was recently estimated to be 11% in men and 5.2% in women. 18 Our study results are relevant to the discussion of the validity of administrative codes to identify MI cases even though ARIC cohort participants may not be representative of all US patients because studies measuring sensitivity and specificity are rarely performed due in part to the laborious and expensive nature of chart review. This study also contributes to the literature on the definition of MI in women and individuals over the age of 75.
In conclusion, discharge code position matters in MI case 
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